
The MSc Program is an experiential
learning program delivered through:

 Case-based delivery where students
 learn by doing, working with actual
 business cases faced by leaders,
 helping them to quickly and efficiently  
 recognize patterns in industry
 disruption and cross-functional
 decision-making; and,

 Client-facing experience where
 individuals and teams work directly  
 with organizations to understand
 and meet client needs and solve  
 problems to drive business growth. 

Our corporate partners can expect
MSc students and graduates who: 

 Collaborate with diverse colleagues
 and cross-functional teams under time  
 constraints and business complexities;

 Possess general management
 skills with expertise in business  
 essentials such as operations, finance,  
 strategy, accounting, and more;

 Hit the ground running, providing
 immediate value in specialty areas;

 Lead organizational transformation
 and decision-making; and,

 Demonstrate Ivey’s values of
 integrity, inclusivity, courage, and  
 community – both in their work
 and when leading others.

Ivey’s Master of Science (MSc)
in Management helps organizations meet the 
demand for new capabilities by developing 
leaders with the skills and knowledge to adapt 
to and lead transformations. Ivey’s MSc 
curriculum blends Canada’s top general 
management program with deep knowledge
in high-demand specialized streams.

Three MSc Streams:

 M S c  O V E R V I E W

Ivey brings the world into the classroom,
combining real-world cases with hands-on
industry experience, all in an international
context. The program focuses on the leadership
essentials required to address the critical
issues facing organizations and society.

Industries face disruption from global forces 
such as geopolitics, emerging technologies, 
and data proliferation, reshaping value 
creation and competition rapidly. To stay 
relevant, organizations must transform
by acquiring new capabilities.

Connect with Ivey’s Corporate Recruiting Team to explore how
your organization can engage with students and graduates
in the Ivey MSc program: recruit@ivey.ca 
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Students complete a customized version
of Ivey’s renowned general management 
curriculum, as well as specialized core 
courses in Cross-Cultural Management, 
Internationalization, Global Strategy, and 
International Joint Ventures.

Experiential Learning opportunities provide 
real-world experience on projects with firms
in developing and emerging markets such
as Vietnam, Thailand, or Peru. This unique 
blend of classroom and real-world learning 
equips students and alumni for careers in 
multinational enterprises, local companies 
expanding internationally, and those facing 
global competition.

Hiring firms include:

Competing in a global economy is now more complex 
than ever for multinational organizations. The 
International Business stream prepares students 
to balance the global portfolio of diverse countries, 
cultures, and people to respond to needs both
locally and globally. 

International Business

Connect with Ivey’s Corporate Recruiting Team to explore how
your organization can engage with students and graduates
in the International Business stream: recruit@ivey.ca 

RECRUIT TODAY /  HIRE FOR TOMORROW

Our corporate partners can expect 
students and graduates who: 

 Grasp the tensions between engaging   
 with local stakeholders and leading   
 globally, and can navigate international   
 market environments; 

 Recognize the challenges of delivering   
 products and services across diverse   
 markets and apply strategies to   
 overcome associated challenges;

 Understand global competitors’   
 strategies and develop creative   
 responses; 

 Manage projects and provide strategic   
 consulting skills; and,

 Understand how culture influences   
 management challenges and    
 strategies.  

“ We hired an Ivey MSc student intern last
summer, and the experience was incredibly
valuable. Our student was open, friendly,
professional, situationally aware, and
demonstrated excellent critical thinking skills. 
They were very independent, and a great
teammate who also displayed advanced
emotional intelligence competencies. Their
level of responsiveness and quality of work
exceeded expectations. This experience
was a true pleasure.”

 J E N N I F E R  M c C A L L U M

 Director, Health Information Management 
 London Health Sciences Centre

Ivey Global Lab (IGL):
The IGL is an eight-week program 
offering hands-on experience in 
developing and emerging economies. 
Students work with local firms on real 
projects, gaining skills in project 
management, strategy consulting, 
and cross-cultural understanding.
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